Evolution of electronic inhomogeneities with back-gate voltage in graphene on SiO2 was studied using room temperature scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy. The reversal of local contrast in some places in the STS maps and sharp changes in cross-correlations between topographic and conductance maps, when graphene Fermi energy approaches its Dirac point, are attributed to change in charge-state of interface defects. The spatial correlations in the conductance maps, described by two different length scales and their growth during approach to Dirac point, show a qualitative agreement with the predictions of the screening theory of graphene. Thus a sharp change in the two length-scales close to the Dirac point, seen in our experiments, is interpreted in terms of the change in charge state of some of the interface defects. A systematic understanding and control of the charge state of defects will help in memory applications of graphene.
I. INTRODUCTION
Potential landscape created by charged defects buried in the substrate and at graphene-substrate interface leads to inhomogeneities in the carrier density in graphene devices. Such inhomogeneities have been observed experimentally in graphene on SiO 2 substrate by scanning single-electron transistor or by scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy (STM/S) [1] [2] [3] [4] . Such inhomogeneity is undesired as it limits the carrier mobility and restricts one from precisely accessing the Dirac point due to electron-hole puddle formation [5] . As a result several research groups have moved away from devices having graphene-SiO 2 interface as amorphous SiO 2 shelters many defects, particularly near the surface where graphene is placed. As a result of change in charge state of these defects, and/or due to the trapping of extrinsic species at the graphene-SiO 2 interface, the field electron devices with SiO 2 gate dielectric show significant hysteresis. The hysteresis, on the other hand, offers application potential in data storage. Thus understanding these interface charge traps, particularly for finding ways to control and probe the charge stored in them, is important.
Zhang et. al. [2] found that the presence of chargedonating impurities below graphene caused fluctuations in graphene carrier density due to formation of standing wave patterns by backscattering of Dirac fermions. Gibertini et. al. [6] reported that corrugations in graphene are sufficient for the formation of electron-hole puddles. Dielectric screening properties of graphene have been discussed by several groups [7] [8] [9] [10] to understand electronhole puddle formation. Self consistent linear screening theory with random phase approximation (RPA) [9, 11] has been used [12] to model the observed growth, by STS, in the length-scale of charge inhomogeneities in graphene. Finite temperature also affects screening properties due to thermally activated electron-hole pair creation. Thus at room temperature the screening properties for carrier density below 10 11 cm −2 will differ from those of zero temperature as found from the linear RPA and non-linear Thomas-Fermi models [13] . The defects can also change their charge-state by exchanging electrons with graphene and can thus affect the carrier density as well as inhomogeneities. Depending on the overlap of defect states with graphene and temperature, this electron transfer can be dominated either by thermal activation or tunneling.
In this paper we report on the role of back-gate dependent charge-state of interface defects, other than the already known screening properties of graphene, in the evolution of electronic inhomogeneities in SLG on SiO 2 with back-gate-voltage (V g ). The evolution of the conductance and topographic maps of SLG on SiO 2 with V g is studied using a room temperature vacuum STM. The cross-correlations between topography and conductance maps of different V g show abrupt changes as E F approaches Dirac point in addition to a visible increase in the length-scale associated with charge inhomogeneity, in agreement with screening theory of graphene. From the evolution of local correlations in conductance maps with gate-voltage we clearly see some of the regions reversing their contrast and some preserving it. Further, the conductance maps are described by two length-scales and both grow as E F approaches Dirac Point with some abrupt changes. The later is discussed in terms of the change in the charge state of some of the defects.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Graphene flakes were mechanically exfoliated from kish graphite using an adhesive tape on 300 nm thick SiO 2 on top of a highly n-doped silicon substrates. Optical contrast and Raman spectra of graphene flakes on SiO 2 /Si substrate were used to identify the single layer graphene. A mechanical wire masking method was used to make contacts of Cr(10nm)/Au(50nm) on graphene. We used a homemade room temperature STM, with a 2D nano positioner [14] sample holder, kept inside a chamber pumped by a cryo-pump with pressure maintained in 10 −4 mbar range throughout the measurement. The gate-voltage was applied on Si substrate with a 10kΩ series resistance.
Details of the device fabrication and measurement are same as those described elsewhere [15] .
We performed STM/STS studies on two different monolayer graphene samples (1 and 2) in a region away from the metal-graphene contact interface, both showing qualitatively similar behavior. Small-scale, see Fig.  1(a) , topographic image of this sample shows atomically resolved surface. The V g dependent local tunnelconductance spectra at a point in fig. 1(c) show two minima due to tip-doping effects [12, [15] [16] [17] . The two move towards each other when gate voltage increases from -20V to 50V; they eventually merge close to V g = 50V implying significant p-doping with hole density of order 4×10 12 cm −2 . Qualitatively similar spectra were seen throughout the sample with the major difference being the V b -position of the minima. Similar doping is seen in the two probe resistance of an identically prepared sample in fig.1(b) .
A. Interpretation of STS maps
Potential or carrier density inhomogeneity can be mapped in several ways using STS. One way is to acquire full tunneling conductance spectrum at each pixel with open-feedback in current imaging tunneling spectroscopy mode, which is comprehensive but demanding in terms of amount of data and time taken. We acquired spatial maps of dI/dV at a fixed bias (V b ) and in a closed feedback-loop, with large integration-time, using Lock-in method with an ac-modulation (2.731 kHz, 20mV rms). In this method, if we assume dI/dV-V b spectrum of graphene in the vicinity of V b to be monotonically rising, a small spatial variation in the position of the DP energy will lead to a shift in the primary minimum along the V b axis leading to a change in measured dI/dV value as elaborated further.
From the spectra in fig. 1(c) , the primary minima movement in this sample occurs between 0 and 0.2 V and secondary minima remains at negative V b for the studied V g range. So, for STS maps, we chose V b = 0.25 V to avoid either of the two minima crossing this bias value for studied V g values. We approximate the low bias portion of the differential tunnel conductance by a parabola, i.e.
. Here V D is the location of the primary minima with eV D as the energy of the Dirac point from the Fermi energy. Thus V D > 0 represents a hole doped graphene spectrum. G 0 , G 1 are found by fitting the bottom portion of the local spectra [18] . The conductance maps are acquired in closed-feedback-loop mode with fixed tunnel current and V b values. With feedback on, the tunnel current is kept constant (0.1nA) and so the variation in local conductance is assumed to occur due to V D variation. Thus we can write the measured local conductance in STS mode as 
with κ = 4 and d = 300nm as the dielectric constant and thickness of SiO 2 layer, respectively. We use V D g =50V, close to the doping seen in spectra and in resistance in fig.1(b) . The tip-sample separation z (in eq.1) is deduced to be 0.92 nm from the V g dependence of the secondary minima in fig. 1(c) . Fig.1(d) shows the conductance, thus calculated, for v F = 1 × 10 6 and 0.7 × 10 6 m/s, together with the discrete V g dependent conductance and its spread, found from the spatial average of the conductance maps (presented later) for comparison. An apparent reduction in v F can be attributed to screening of gate electric field by the interface defects [15] .
With a fixed V D g value, the above calculated conductance variation with V g ignores any V D change due to the change in charge-state of the defects. The electronic inhomogeneity, attributed to V D g variation, gives rise to a spread in conductance as depicted in fig. 1(d) . The continuous line in this plot can be used to convert the conductance maps to carrier density maps, see the top scale of this plot; however, since this plot is monotonically rising, the conclusions drawn using the spatial correlations and associated length scales of conductance will not be affected. On the other hand, this plot gives a method to interpret conductance contrast, such as the nature, i.e. electron-or hole-type, of charge puddles and their evolution with V g . Figure 2 shows the STS conductance maps at various gate voltages between ±50V in fig. 2 together with the simultaneously taken topography images. The small scale topographic images in the same region, see fig. 1 (a), show the honeycomb structure of graphene. All the images in fig. 2 correspond to the same area of the sample. This was ensured by finding the small relative shifts between topographic images of different V g by using the lo- cation of the peak in cross-correlation maps. The largest common area was then cropped from both the topography and conductance maps taken at different V g . It can be seen from fig. 2 that the topography images do not change noticeably with V g while there are significant changes in the conductance images, particularly when V g approaches +50 V, see fig. 2 (a) and (k). This implies that the contribution to topographic contrast from electronic inhomogeneity is insignificant and these images reflect the actual topography of the surface as arising from the underlying SiO 2 [19, 20] . On the other hand, there is clear (anti-)correlation between topography and conductance images, see fig.2 (l), particularly for negative V g values, implying that the underlying topography is responsible for some of the electronic contrast [6] .
III. STS STUDY OF ELECTRONIC INHOMOGENEITY
As per the plot in fig.1 (d) the dark regions of an STS image represent high hole-density regions. Thus for the STS maps close to V g = 50V , when graphene E F coincides with Dirac point on average, the dark (bright) regions would represent hole (electron) puddles. Also at large positive V g the interface defects will have a tendency to acquire negative charge. Thus the positively charged defects will tend to become neutral (or negative) and the neutral ones, negative. The graphene region close to such defects will have carriers of opposite charge as compared to average charge density. Thus the electron puddles (above the +ve defects) will have a tendency to disappear (or change to hole puddles) as V g approaches +50V and some of the average carrier density regions (above neutral defects) will have a tendency to become hole puddles. The hole puddles (above -ve defects) are unlikely to change in this sense. One can similarly construct a reverse argument when V g goes to -50V. It is likely that a good number of defects have their ionization energies pinned close to the Dirac point of graphene [15, [21] [22] [23] and thus the change in their ionic state will occur when V g is close to 50V.
Sample-2 shows similar behavior in terms of local contrast evolution in STS maps with V g [18] . In addition, in this sample we find that the STS maps show some sort of instability in a broad vicinity of the point when E F coin-cides with Dirac point. In fact the quality of STS maps in sample-1 close to V g = 50 V is also not as good. On the other hand the topographic image quality stays quite the same. This can occur due to tip-induced change in the charge-state of interface defects. The tip, with bias V b , can play a significant role in this charge-state change by way of tip-doping effects. The stability of the STS images will be dictated by the competition between the rate of charge-state change and the tip scan rate. The former rate can, in fact, be very slow [24] and thus slowing down the scan speed may not be a practical solution for getting stable images.
We can see several regions in the STS images in fig. 2 that retain their contrast even up to V g = +50 V while there are some that change to opposite contrast. This is better seen in fig. 3(a) which shows the product of the +50 and -50 V maps after average subtraction and division by standard deviation. The average of this product map gives the cross-correlation of the two maps [A(0, 0) with respect to eq.2], which is close to -0.2, see fig. 3(b) . From the same plot the cross correlation between different STS maps is seen to be more than +0.5 except for V g = 40 and 50 V. This abrupt jump around V g = 40 V is again believed to occur due to defect-state change. There are some prominent bright and dark regions in this product map with the former (later) indicating position of defects that maintain (change) their charge state. The dark (anti-correlated) regions of the product map can arise either from bright becoming dark or from dark becoming bright; as seen from fig. 2(a) and 3(a) , bright becoming dark dominates. Also the bright regions of the product map can come from bright remaining bright or dark remaining dark and it is the later which occurs almost exclusively.
We interpret this as the hole puddles (dark regions) that exist above negatively-charged defects retaining their character while the electron puddles (bright regions) that exist above positively charged defects change their character when gate voltage approaches +50V. This is consistent with earlier discussed expectation on change in charge-state of defect with gate voltage. There are some dark regions (hole puddles) that also disappear due to some negative defects getting neutralized. This is a very qualitative approach and more detailed evolution of this contrast will depend on the detailed distribution of the two types of defects. The evolution of contrast and the size of the electron and hole puddles will also depend on the screening properties of graphene which we discuss later. The sample-2 [18] shows similar local contrast evolution in STS maps.
We would also like to point out that for sample-1 the STM/S images were taken in the V g sequence +40 to -50 V and then +50 V, i.e. fig. 2 (j) to (a) and then (k). Looking at the continuity between the +40V and +50V STS images taken after full V g cycle we do not see any visible signatures of hysteresis, which is anyway seen to be quite small from the transport measurements, see fig.  1(b) , on an identically prepared sample. The hysteresis is believed to arise from the meta-stability of the charge state of defects near graphene-SiO 2 interface [24] . Our STS measurements are quite slow in the sense that each image takes about an hour to complete. In addition, the tip (with a bias voltage) can also help in relaxing the local defects out of the meta-stable state.
A. Puddle size evolution
To quantify the puddle size and analyze its evolution with V g we filtered all the images using a Gaussian filter of 1 nm width before calculating correlations. We find the cross correlation A(x, y) between two experimentally acquired images, i.e. z 1,2 (i, j), using,
Here the sum over i ′ and j ′ and the averages (< .. >) are evaluated over the overlapping area after the relative shift by i and j. The same is used for finding the autocorrelation. With this expression the cross-correlation will be normalized, i.e. it will give a value +1 for perfect correlation, zero for no correlation and -1 for perfect anti-correlation. Thus an auto-correlation image will have value +1 at the origin. A Mathematica program was written to calculate the auto-correlation images using eq.2.
Line-cut in this cross correlation function A(x, y) through the origin can be represented by A(r,φ) along a fixed direction φ. Angular averaged, normalized correlation function A(r) φ can be fitted to a Gaussian function or a combination of Gaussian functions of the form exp[−r 2 /2ξ 2 ] with ξ as correlation length. Fig.4  (a) shows the auto-correlation image of dI/dV image at V g = -50 V. From this image it is clear that it has a sharp peak at r = 0 with certain decay length ξ. The V g = 50V autocorrelation in fig.4 (b) shows a sharp decay, i.e. a small correlation length, followed by a gradual decay, i.e. a large correlation length. This indicates two length scales. This is clear from A(r) φ shown in Fig.4 (c 
At V g = −50 V, the A(r) φ fits well with a single Gaussian whereas for V g = 50 V it has large deviation from a single Gaussian. But both the curves can be well fitted by sum of two Gaussian functions. The presence of two length scales near Dirac point can be seen directly from the conductance map in fig. 2 (k) from a few scattered small-size dark-spots in a relatively flat and bright looking background. The dark spots can arise from segregated defect clusters giving small hole puddles in a well connected electron-like landscape. Such two different size puddles in potential landscape are also anticipated in an effective medium theory [25] . The presence of two length scales near Dirac point is also found to be valid for the STS images of sample-2 [18] , as per fig.4(b) , in which the charge neutrality point appears close to V g = 20 V. In order to discuss the V g -evolution of these length scales we first briefly discuss the predictions of linear screening theory of defect potential in graphene.
IV. LINEAR SCREENING THEORY OF ELECTRONIC INHOMOGENEITY
In graphene, the fine structure constant, (r s = 0.8 for graphene deposited on SiO 2 ) is independent of carrier concentration, implying that the strength of electronelectron interaction remains fixed and it is a weakly interacting system due to its linear dispersion. The ThomasFermi wave vector q T F is proportional to the square root of the carrier density. As a consequence unscreened potential created by charge impurities and screened potential are identical near DP and screening length q −1 T F strongly depends on the carrier density.
For a random distribution of charged impurities with density n imp in a plane at distance d from the graphene sheet, the screened impurity potential is given by [9] ,
Here κ is the bulk (3D) dielectric constant, J 0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function, e is the magnitude of electronic charge and ǫ(q) is the temperature dependent graphene dielectric function. Normalized correlation function A(r) = C(r)/C(0) is more useful for describing the spatial profile of the screened impurity potential or electron-hole puddles while C(0) characterizes the average potential fluctuations i.e.Ṽ rms . A(r) has a Gaussian-like appearance, i.e. exp[−r 2 /2ξ 2 ] with ξ as a correlation length.
We calculated A(r) using the ǫ(q) corresponding to linear screening theory with random phase approximation [9, 10, 18] for fixed T = 300 K to find how the correlation length(s) vary with n imp , d and n g . Fig. 5(a) shows A(r) for n imp = 5 × 10 11 cm −2 , d = 1.0 nm and for two different carrier density (n g ) values together with their fits to single and double Gaussian (see eq. 3). Clearly the double Gaussian fit is much better, which is found to be the case for a wide range of n imp , d and n g values. The discrepancy of A(r) with its single Gaussian fit was found to be more pronounced at small n g and large d values. In fact, the effective medium theory, near Dirac point, by Rossi et. al. [25] , which includes the nonlinear screening and exchange-correlation effects, also finds two distinct length scales in the screened potential. Fig. 5(c) shows the calculated variation of ξ 1 and ξ 2 with n imp at small n g . Both lengths decrease with increase in n imp but the variation in ξ 2 with n imp is much smaller as compared to that in ξ 1 for a given d. Fig. 5(d) shows d-dependence of ξ 1,2 , at small n g , with both showing a significant increase with d. n g dependence of ξ 1,2 [18] for different n imp and d shows a decrease in both as we move away from DP. Mathematically A(r), and thus ξ 1,2 , are functions of two independent variables, namely d and q dependence on d and q
−1
T F , we discuss it here qualitatively. ξ 1 has a noticeable dependence on all the three parameters, i.e. d, n g and n imp , while ξ 2 , on the other hand, has noticeable dependence on d but it has relatively weak dependence on n g and n imp . n g and n imp play somewhat similar role as both dictate the average carrier concentration [9] .
V. Vg EVOLUTION OF ξ: SCREENING AND DEFECTS' CHARGE-STATE Fig.6 (a) shows the V g dependence of ξ 1,2 , σ and ξ as found using the STS images, shown in fig. 2 , of sample-1. Here ξ corresponds to single Gaussian fit. ξ 1 and ξ 2 found by fitting are differentiated by their magnitudes and smooth variation of each with V g . When σ takes values close to 0 or 1, the single Gaussian was found to fit A(r) quite well. This can be easily understood from eq. 3. Away from DP single Gaussian with length ξ fits A(r) and ξ grows when DP is approached. Similar behavior can be seen for sample-2 (with DP at V g ∼ 20 V) in the sense that single Gaussian fits away from DP and ξ 1,2 or ξ grow as E F approaches Dirac Point. In fact the variation of ξ 1,2 , particularly in the regime where two Gaussians fit better, is rather abrupt as compared to what is expected from the model [18] . Incidentally, the correlation length from the topography images is found to be close to 7 nm [18] for all V g values.
The growth of ξ's as one approaches Dirac point, which is also clearly seen in the STS images, is in qualitative agreement with screening theory predictions. However, the abrupt changes in ξ when E F approaches Dirac point are not quite anticipated. Some fluctuations in ξ can be understood given that we are sampling relatively small area. However, these abrupt changes appear rather systematic and can arise from the change in charge-state of defects as this will change n imp , n g , as well as average d as mainly the impurities close to graphene will change their state. Samaddar et al. [12] , from their STM/S study, have reported similar qualitative agreement with the screening theory together with some abrupt changes in ξ.
We have already discussed the possibility of interface defects changing their state from the evolution of various correlations between different STS or between STM and STS images. Since these samples are p-doped, due to interface defects, we expect majority of the interface defects to have negative charge. The presence of positive hysteresis [26] in fig. 1(b) indicates that interface defects do change their charge state although converse need not be true. During forward sweep of V g the defects will have a tendency to change their charge state to more negative. One can also analyze this defect-state-change in terms of change in filling of the defect-states that are distributed with respect to the graphene Fermi energy [23] . In equilibrium the defect states up to graphene Fermi energy will be filled [15] . Thus the interface states that can possibly change their filling due to V g change will be close to E F or the Dirac point, as the later is accessible in our samples by V g change. The overlap of interface states' wave function with graphene will dictate the actual equilibration time and the system may get trapped in a meta-stable state giving rise to hysteresis.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the interface defects, which are responsible for electronic inhomogeneities in graphene, are observed to change their charge state with change in back gate voltage and thus contribute to the evolution of graphene's electronic inhomogeneity other than the carrier density dependent screening physics. The change in defect state is predominantly seen when the graphene Fermi energy is close to the Dirac point implying that the energy-levels of the electrons bound to some of the defects are close to the Dirac point. Also, close to the Dirac point, where the screening of the impurity potential in graphene sheet is extremely weak, the electronic inhomogeneity in graphene is described by two different length scales and in our hole-doped samples we get small size electron puddles in a hole background varying over a much larger length-scale. The fits of the low V b portion of some of the actual dI/dV spectra, taken from fig. 1(c) , to a parabolic form
2 ) with G 1 = 0.078 V −2 are shown in fig. S1 below. The V D value corresponds to the primary minimum and it depends on V g . Since the actual conductance scale in the spectra depends on the current set point and bias, what matters here is G 1 . The conductance scale in fig. 1(d) (of main text) is fixed by ensuring the current value at 0.25V bias as 0.1nA.
II. STS MAPS OF SAMPLE-2
All the conductance and corresponding topography images of sample-2 as shown in fig. S2 are from the same area. The evolution of these images with v g is quite similar to that of sample-1 in main text, such as 1) insignificant changes in topography and noticeable changes in the conductance images with V g , 2) anti-correlation between topography and conductance images, and 3) evolution ξ's as shown in fig. 6(b) of main text. Also there are three dark spots (near the center of conductance map) that persist beyond DP and up to V g = +50 V. 
III. DIELECTRIC FUNCTION FOR LINEAR SELF CONSISTENT SCREENING THEORY
The temperature dependent graphene dielectric function ǫ(q) is given by 2 ,
Here r s = e 2 /4πǫ 0 κ v F ≈ 0.8 on SiO 2 with v F as the Fermi velocity of graphene, k F = √ πn with n = n g + n * . Charge carrier density n g depends on V g and n * represents the disorder-induced residual carrier density when n g = 0 3 . The dimensionless quantityΠ(q, T ) = Π(q, T )/N 0 with Π(q, T ) is the finite-temperature graphene polrizability with
here E F = k B T F is the Fermi energy with respect to DP, ǫ k = v F k, β = 1/k B T and µ is the finite temperature chemical potential and it can be determined by the conservation of the total electron density. From screened impurity potential C(r) (see main text), 
which characterizes the potential fluctuations i.e.Ṽ rms . Quantitatively, n * , defined as the charge carrier density at which the rms fluctuations in the screened disorder potential become equal to to the mean Dirac energy, can be calculated by self-consistent equation 3 , π( v F ) 2 n * = C(0). Fig. S3 shows the evolution of length scales as function of gate dependent carrier density n g for two different d values. ξ's decrease as we increase n g . Here we want to point out that the actual puddle size observed in STS maps is larger than ξ close to Dirac point. Since the single length scale fits gives the average puddle size but in actual puddle size have totally distinct two length scale. With d this discrepancy increases drastically because difference between two length scale become larger and can not be approximated as a single length scale in average sense also. Presence of isolated impurities at the dirac points which we have seen in both sample is responsible for two length scale as predicted by by Rossi et al. 1 . In the absence of these isolated impurities people may find the puddle size much larger equal to sample size at the dirac point 4 .
IV. Vg EVOLUTION OF TOPOGRAPHIC CORRELATION LENGTH AND RMS CONDUCTANCE
We found, in both samples, topography images do not change contrast and the correlation length, see fig. S4(a) showing a fixed correlation length of ≃ 7 nm, with V g while there are significant changes in the conductance images. Fig. S4 (b) shows the variation of rms conductance, equivalent to C(0), with V g for sample-1. Thus C(0) does not show a monotonic increase, as expected from screening theory, when E F approaches Dirac point and again, presumably, due to defect-state change.
